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A compact microphone array was developed for source localization and identification. This planar
array consists of an arrangement of 32 digital MEMS microphones, concentrated in an aperture of
fewer than 10 centimeters, and connected to a computer by Ethernet (AVB protocol). 3D direction
of arrival (DOA) localization is performed using the pressure and the particle velocity estimated
at the center of the array. The pressure is estimated by averaging the signals of multiple micro-
phones. We compare high order pressure finite differences to the Phase and Amplitude Gradient
Estimation (PAGE) method for particle velocity estimation. This paper also aims at presenting a
method for UAV detection using the developed sensor and supervised binary classification.
1. Introduction and global approach
The use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) for both civil and military applications is emerging,
and the surveillance of these devices is becoming a major concern.
A network of compact microphone arrays (CMA) is used to detect and localize a potential target,
and the 3D DOA of this potential target is transfered to an optical system for a multi-modal audio-
video tracking and identification.
The video counterpart of the proposed acoustic system consists in an active imaging system which
was developed by the French-German Research Institute of Saint-Louis (ISL). This system can give
a clear image of a drone flying hundreds of meters away (see Fig. 1, right). This system can detect a
drone at a distance up to 1.5 km, but it has a restricted viewing angle, so it has to be oriented towards
the target before being able to trigger video tracking and identification. The developed CMA aims at
achieving this task in real time.
The present paper focuses on the localization and identification tasks to be achieved by one CMA
of the surveillance network. The CMA is composed of a microphone array of 32 digital MEMS
microphones arranged in the 2D plane (see Section 2), and connected to a computer substation, which
performs the signal processing tasks presented in Fig. 1.
First, spatial filtering is achieved using differential beamforming to focus the array on four principal
directions [1] in order to enhance the initial detection without altering the drone sound signature
representation. Then, an initial source detection is performed on these four directions (Section 4). The
sources are then localized (Section 3). Localization is performed with an estimate of the pressure and
the particle velocity at the center of the CMA. The localized sources are enhanced by DOA informed
spatial filtering [1], and identification is performed on the enhanced source signals (Section 4).
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FIGURE 1 – Global approach
A microphone recording of a drone is presented on Fig. 1 (left). It shows a lot of strong harmonic
components between 200 Hz and 5 kHz, which can be useful for source localization. 3D DOA esti-
mation with a fewer than 10 degrees error between these two frequencies and source detection with a
low false negative rate would give a good initialization to the video tracking and identification.
2. The microphone array
2.1 Structure
The Fig. 2 shows the last two prototypes of the developed CMAs. Both consist in two orthogonal
lines of MEMS microphones which are placed in the horizontal plane. Multiple microphone pairs
are used to estimate the pressure and the particle velocity components on two orthogonal axis at the
center of the CMA, i.e. at the crossing of the two lines of microphones. Different spacings between
the microphones are used either separately to measure the acoustic field at different frequencies (in
this case decreasing spacing are used for increasing frequencies, see Fig. 2c), or together to obtain
a more accurate estimate (higher order estimations). The use of logarithmic spacing between the
microphones (Fig. 2a) allows to perform localization in log scaled frequency bands with a limited
number of microphones, while the use of linear spacing (Fig. 2b) makes possible to use classical
beamforming algorithms conceived for linear arrays.
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FIGURE 2 – Developed compact microphone arrays
2.2 Technology
The CMA relies on the digital MEMS microphones technology. More and more acoustic arrays use
this type of microphones. Their advantages rely on their small size, low cost, and integrated system-
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on-chip packaging and digitization. In addition, we can now find MEMS microphones that have very
consistent audio performances and low background noise. These advantages make it possible today
to deal relatively easily with the development of large acoustic networks, and the densification and
miniaturization of acoustic antennas.
The last prototype (see Fig. 2b) has 4 branches of 8 digital I2S MEMS microphones (models :
Invensense ICS-43434). The elements that make the connection between the microphones and the
computer, located at 500 meters of cable further, are shown in Fig. 2d. Each block of 8 MEMS is
connected via a custom designed electronic chip, to an I2S to Ethernet (AVB protocol) card (AVB-
DG). The 32 signals from the four 8-channels acquisition cards are then gathered with an AVB switch
and transmitted to the computer with an Ethernet cable.
3. Sound source angular localization
A real time, time domain DOA estimation algorithm was developed, which is based on estimates
of the pressure p0 and the 2 horizontal components v0x and v0y of the particle velocity at the center of
the CMA, the CMA being placed horizontally on the floor. Every 85 ms, the estimated time samples
of the normalized velocity and pressure v0x⇢0c0, v0y⇢0c0, p0 (where c0 is the celerity of the waves in
the air) are plotted on the (O, v0x⇢0c0, v0y⇢0c0, p0) space, and a line that crosses zero is fitted from this
data by using the RANSAC [4] algorithm. The localization angles ✓0 and  0 are estimated from the
coefficients X, Y, P (representing v0x⇢0c0, v0y⇢0c0, p0 respectively) of the obtained leading vector :
(
✓0 = atan2 { (Y/P ), (X/P )}
 0 = arccos
⇣
p
(X/P )2 + (Y/P )2
⌘ (1)
with atan2 being the four quadrant arctangent function. The reason for an elevation estimate without
measuring the v0z component with vertically placed microphones pairs is a simplification of the CMA
design as well as a compensation of the floor effects by placing all the microphones at the same height
in a 2D plane. v0z is implicitly inferred from v0x, v0y and the air characteristic impedance ⇢0c0, under
the assumptions that the CMA is placed on the floor and the sources are at positive elevation angles.
3.1 Central pressure estimation
With the 32 MEMS sensor (see Fig. 2b), instead of directly measuring the central pressure by pla-
cing a microphone at the center of the probe, we estimate this quantity by averaging the signals of the
four microphones which are at ±0.25 cm on the  !e
x
axis and ±0.25 cm on the  !e
y
axis. This simplifies
the CMA design and allows uncorrelated noise reduction (6 dB), with an acceptable bias error on the
pressure estimation (maximum error <0.5 dB at 10kHz for a spacing of 0.5 cm). Techniques can be
used to reduce this bias at the price of noise amplification (or less noise reduction). These techniques
involve using higher order accuracy pressure finite sums using multiple microphone spacings, and
summing only the signals of the microphones that are on the axis that is estimated to be the most
orthogonal to projection on the horizontal plane of the source’s DOA.
3.2 Particle velocity estimation
The central pressure and the particle velocity v0i on the i, i = {x, y, z} axis are linked by the Euler
equation v0i =   1
⇢0
R
t
0 g0id⌧ , with ⇢0 the air density and g0i the i component of the pressure gradient
at the center of the CMA.
In this part, we present different potential approaches to estimate these components. The Fig. 3
compares these approaches. The localization of planar sine waves was repeated in the frequency
domain for combinations of 1000 random draws of 30 dB signal noise noise and random phase applied
to each microphone, 64 azimuth angles ✓
i
, i = {1...64} equally distributed between  ⇡ and ⇡   ⇡/32,
and 15 elevation angles  
j
, j = {1...15} equally distributed between 0 and ⇡/4 degrees. For each input
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DOA (✓
i
,  
j
), we define the average estimated azimuth ✓̂
i,j,mean(✓i,  j) calculated from the 1000 noise
draws. Figs. 3a and 3b represent the mean absolute error (MAE) defined as mean
all ✓i, j
|✓̂
i,j,mean(✓i,  j) ✓i|.
Fig. 3c represents the standard deviation to the estimated DOAs.
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FIGURE 3 – Localization errors for different SNRs
Pressure finite differences gradient estimation (p-FD) One can obtain an estimate ĝ0i,p-FD of g0i
with finite differences of pressure measurements from microphones that measures p2i and p1i at the
positions +d/2 and  d/2 on the i axis (d being the distance between the 2 microphones) :
ĝ0i,p-FD =
p2i   p1i
d
= g0i⇥
sin
 
k
d
2Ai
 
k
d
2Ai
(2)
with the term highlighted in red being a bias term which depends on the wavenumber k, the mi-
crophone spacing d and the ambisonic coefficient A
i
=  [cos ✓0 cos  0, sin ✓0 cos  0, sin  0]T which
contains the source direction information. A too small microphone spacing d increases the sensitivity
to noise and calibration errors (see Fig. 3c), while a too large microphone spacing increases the in-
fluence of the bias term at high frequencies (see Fig. 3a). A solution is to use microphones spacings
that decreases for increasing frequencies, by using multiple multiple microphones pairs. In our case
of a 2D CMA, this results in a CMA that contains multiple microphones pairs on the x and y axis,
forming two orthogonal lines of microphones, see Fig. 2.
Higher order pressure finite differences gradient estimation The pressure finite difference error
can be reduced by using higher order pressure finite differences [2]. The Fig. 3a shows that without
noise the resulting azimuth error is very low when using higher order pressure finite differences with
the 8 available microphone spacings. But the increase in estimation accuracy is achieved at the cost of
noise amplification, that causes a high angle estimation standard deviation (see Fig. 3c) and a resulting
high mean absolute error (3b) if we do not average multiple estimations.
Phase differences pressure gradient estimation (PGE) The pressure finite difference error can
be suppressed using the Phase And Gradient Estimation (PAGE) method [3]. It consists in replacing
pressure differences by pressure amplitude and pressure phase differences. The pressure difference
bias error is suppressed with the PAGE method. Since we assume that the sources are in the far field,
pressure amplitude differences can be neglected, and we can consider an estimate ĝ0i,PGE of g0i,PGE
with Phase differences (only) based Pressure Gradient Estimation (PGE) :
ĝ0i,PGE = j
phase(p2i)  phase(p1i)
d
p0 =  jkAip(x = 0) + phase ambiguity (3)
Without noise and while d  < 1, PGE method offers a very small error, which globally (except
when phase ambiguity occurs) decreases with the source distance. Phase ambiguities can cause very
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large errors (see the yellow line in Fig. 3a). These ambiguities can be suppressed by phase un-
wrapping (see the unwrap-PGE method on Fig. 3a), provided that phase unwrapping is feasible.
In the presence of noise, phase unwrapping can be replaced by replacing the i-th pressure gra-
dient component ĝ0i,PGE
(k)
estimated with the sensor spacing number k, k = {1...8} by ĝ0i,PGE
(k)  
round
n
dk
2⇡
⇣
ĝ0i,PGE
(k)   ĝ0i,PGE
(1)
⌘o
where d
k
is the k-th sensor spacing, ĝ0i,PGE
(1)
the estimate ob-
tained with the smallest microphone spacing. The effect of this corrected-PGE estimation is to shift
towards higher frequencies the appearance of phase ambiguities (see the green line in Fig. 3b). Fi-
nally, a more robust to noise PGE estimation (robust-corrected-PGE estimation, see Fig. 3c) can be
obtained by averaging the PGE estimations obtained with multiple large spacings.
3.3 Discussion
Experimental measurements using a previous CMA prototype and an associated localization algo-
rithm were conducted. The results [5] show a mean absolute error of 5 degrees, which is a good first
estimate of the source direction for the orientation of the imaging system developed by ISL.
The observed noise is filtered by using the RANSAC algorithm, and its effect is reduced by using
frequency dependent microphones spacings. At each frequency, a strategy is to use the order 1 esti-
mation with the largest spacing that gives an acceptable maximum error (say 3 degrees). We use the
largest microphone spacing for the lowest frequency and for increasing frequencies until the maxi-
mum error reaches the fixed limit. We repeat the same procedure for higher frequencies with smaller
microphones spacings, until no smaller microphone spacing is available. This results in a high fre-
quency limit of the sensor bandwidth, which is extended with the use of higher order pressure diffe-
rences for frequencies above this limit. PGE algorithm may be a good alternative which would need
a smaller number of microphones spacings, provided that we can remove the phase ambiguities with
real microphones signals.
3.4 Towards multiple sources localization
Multiple sources localization is currently under study. Our current strategy, based on [6], is to
perform single source localization on multiple time-frequency zones, and to count the occurrences
of each found directions on a localization histogram (see Fig. 4). At each iteration, we consider as a
source direction candidate the direction associated with the highest peak on the localization histogram
and then suppress an estimate of the contribution of this potentially detected source to the histogram
localization, to prepare the next iteration.
(a) Iteration 1 (b) Iteration 2 (c) Iteration 3 (d) Iteration 4
FIGURE 4 – Example of a localization histogram.
Kalman or particle filtering could be applied to reject some outliers candidates over time. Then, the
remaining potential sources DOAs can then be used to selectively beamform on each of these, ending
with spatially filtered signals which could facilitate sources identification (see Fig. 1). In this regard,
differential beamforming and minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) beamforming were
compared in [1].
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4. Sound source detection and identification
Source sound detection and identification can be performed using machine learning. The principle
is to use binary classification to estimate the presence or absence of a drone sound in a sound mix-
ture. Both initial detection and final identification are binary classification tasks. Initial detection is a
background process whose objective is to fastly (fewer than 1 second) detect the potential presence
of a drone with a low false negative rate and low computational resources. If a detection threshold
is exceeded, sources localization and beamforming are triggered, and the spatially filtered sources
signals are fed to a second binary classifier for a final identification, which can eventually be more
computationally demanding, and be performed on a longer term (more than 1 second). Results on
experiments with short term initial detection using the JRip [7] classifier from the WEKA library are
presented here. Longer term final identification using deep neural networks is currently under study.
4.1 Measurement campaign
A 3 days measurement campaign was conducted with 4 flying drones (see Fig. 5a) in a countryside
(Baldersheim, France) (see Fig. 2d) with ambient noises including birds, insects, people speaking,
detonations and fire shots noises. The recorded drones were a Parrot Bebop drone, a loaded DJI
phantom 3 (L-P3), an unloaded DJI phantom 3 (U-P3) and a DJI Mavic Pro drone. A whole variety
of drones trajectories, flight phases and drones-to-CMA distances were observed. The sound were
recorded with the last CMA prototype, both in the presence and in the absence of a flying drone. A
GPS-RTK system was used to measure the trajectory of the drones in the coordinate system of the
CMA. This trajectory can be used as a ground truth trajectory for localization experiments, or to use
the drone distance as a parameter for the drone detection experiments.
(a) Used drones (b) Example of a measured trajectory
using GPS-RTK
(c) Drones flight time
FIGURE 5 – Measurement campaign
4.2 Database construction
The recorded sounds (noted as "Baldersheim sounds") are randomly mixed with sounds from the
DCASE 2016 residential sounds data base [8] (noted as "DCASE sounds"), because preliminary
detection tests has shown that detection with noise corrupted test data is facilitated when using noise
corrupted training data. Different Normalized SNR from 0 to 60 dB are used in the training data, the
Normalized SNR being the relative global level between Baldersheim sounds in the absence of drone,
and the global level of DCASE 2016 sounds. The 2/3 first samples of both Baldersheim and DCASE
sounds are dedicated to the training database, while the 1/3 last samples are dedicated to the test
database. When doing a classification exercise, as much positive (label 1 : Baldersheim with flying
drones + DCASE mixtures) and negative (label 0 : Baldersheim without drones + DCASE mixtures)
are used, and we ensure that the training data has as much examples for the 4 available drones, and, if
possible, as much data corresponding to drones flying from the distances [0 to 50 meters], [50 to 100
meters], [100 to 200 meters], [200 to 400] meters.
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4.3 Classification
We use the JRip classifier implemented in the WEKA library together with 13 MFCC [9] coeffi-
cients (calculated from a bank of mel scaled bands from 200 to 8000 Hz) and the spectral roll-off,
flatness, entropy, irregularity and brightness [9], calculated from 20 ms audio frames. We selected this
set of features by using an evolutionary algorithm from a larger set of features. The JRip classifier
was used because it provided good classification performances with a small amount of training data
and no classifier tuning. Drone presence predictions are made for each audio frame, and are averaged
on 5 consecutive frames (0.1 s) chunks, thus merging 5 consecutive drone presence binary probabi-
lities into 1 absolute drone presence probability on which a detection threshold is fixed to obtain a
cost-sensitive classifier.
The Fig. 6a represents the false negative (FN) VS false positive (FP) plot using varying detection
thresholds on the averaged predictions, for several SNR values for the L-P3 drone. The same plot
for the Parrot Bebop drone is plotted on Fig. 6b. We can see that to obtain a decreasing amount of
FN rates we have to accept an increasing amount of FP rates. For initial detection we want to chose a
rather small detection threshold at the cost of a rather high FP rate. For all the drones except the Parrot
Bebop, we obtain a strong L-shaped FP rate VS FN rate curve for all SNR values (see Fig. 6a). This
means that a low FN rate can be obtained along with a relatively low FP rate, except for the Parrot
Bebop drone. This exception may be explained by lack of data and/or non adapted audio features. The
Bebop sound signature was quite different from the others, and we collected less recordings for this
drone, see Fig. 5c. Even if the training time was the same for each drone (2 minutes), the diversity of
recorded sounds may be smaller for a drone that has flied for a smaller total period of time, because
the randomly selected samples used as training data arise from very close time samples from the audio
recordings, and chances are higher for the Parrot Bebop drone that the same audio samples are trained
multiple times, mixed with different DCASE data.
(a) Varying detection threshold,
L-P3
(b) Varying detection threshold,
Bebop
no averaging (20 ms)
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FIGURE 6 – Detection scores (without spatial filtering)
The F-score, being the harmonic mean of the precision (ratio of the number of true positive pre-
dictions and the number of positive predictions) and the recall (ratio of the number of true posi-
tive predictions and the number of positive examples), is a measure of the global performance of
a classifier. This score is globally decreasing for increasing distances and decreasing SNR values
(see Fig. 6c for the L-P3 drone) : it is harder to detect a drone when it is far from the CMA or
in loud ambient noise. The F-score increases when frame averaging is applied (see Fig. 6d for the
loaded DJI Phantom drone). These trends are also observable for the 3 other tested drones, see
Fig. 6e. The global F-scores are above 0.6 even for 0 dB SNR. Averaging on a increasing period
of time increases the F-score, but this increase in F-score becomes progressively negligible for in-
creasing averaging time : the global F-score (all drones, test SNR between 0 and 60 dB) being
[0.834, 0.852, 0.850, 0.853, 0.854, 0.859, 0.866, 0.873] for averaging on [1, 2, 5, 13, 25, 50, 113, 250]
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frames ([0.02, 0.04, 0.1, 0.26, 0.5, 1, 2.226, 5] seconds averaging). This justifies the choice for an ave-
raging time of 0.1 seconds.
5. Conclusions and future work
A prototype of a new compact microphone array for acoustic source localization and identification
has been presented, along with a new localization technique, which uses the RANSAC algorithm in
the time domain in order to estimate the source direction from estimates of the pressure and 2 compo-
nents of particle velocity at the center of the sensor. Different techniques were compared to estimate
these acoustic quantities. Central pressure is estimated by using pressure finite sums. Pressure finite
differences are used together with frequency-dependent microphone spacings to estimate the particle
velocity. Extension of the obtained bandwidth is obtained by the use of higher order pressure finite
differences at very high frequencies. Pressure gradient estimation may be an alternative to pressure
finite differences for a use with less microphones, provided that phase unwrapping can be performed
with real microphones signals.
Multiple drones acoustic signatures were recorded, and their detection were performed by using
supervised binary classification. A relatively high F-score was obtained by using the JRip classifier
from a selected set of acoustic features. The F-score is decreasing for increasing background noise
and for increasing drone-sensor distance. In this regard, beamforming techniques could be used to
facilitate source identification, provided that it does not alter the source’s acoustic signature.
A final identification on a longer period of time is under study. Two approaches are developed : the
construction of higher level features from statistics and operations on descriptors observed in multiple
consecutive frames, and the analysis of a spectrogram-like image using deep neural networks.
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